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Abstract Problems in the subject of frictional heating

have been studied extensively, yet their complexity

remains a barrier to further understanding. This study

simplifies the frictional heating problem by examining the

temperature rise due to a heat source of prescribed geom-

etry. A single positive feature on the sliding face of the

countersurface causes a local temperature rise. The cylin-

drical feature has a diameter of 150 lm and aspect ratio of

0.1 and slides under the larger contact area whose contact

width is *600 to *750 lm. An infrared camera, acquiring

at 870 Hz, observed the temperature rise at the contact

interface between the feature and the rubber pin. The

applied force for all tests was 200 mN, and the sliding

velocity was varied from 10 to 200 mm/s. Maximum

temperature rises of *1–17 �C and average temperature

rises of *1–8 �C were measured. Measured values were

compared to the Jaeger’s frictional heating models for

sliding contacts.

Keywords Friction � Wear � Thermal tribology �
Elastomer

1 Introduction

Frictional heating in sliding contacts is unavoidable and

may profoundly affect the tribological and mechanical

properties of the materials in the system [1–5]. At the high

sliding speeds and loading conditions that are necessary to

induce measurable frictional heating in ceramic and

metallic contacts, the thermal behavior due to surface

roughness is especially difficult to analyze [6–8]. Due to

high friction, micro-scale elastomeric contacts demonstrate

appreciable temperature rises under much more controlla-

ble and measurable sliding conditions despite unpredict-

able contact geometries.

A broad range of thermal measurement methods, ranging

from thin film and dynamic thermocouples to radiometric

(infrared) measurements [1, 9–17], have been applied to

monitor contact temperature [18–20]. These methods have

largely been limited to spot analysis, which neglect the

spatial distribution of temperature data. A full-field infrared

method, as developed by Rowe et al. [12], is capable of

simultaneously mapping temperature changes over the full

contact area, reducing the analytical difficulties presented by

areal and geometric complexity [17]. This method can be

applied to contacts between any materials for systems with

an infrared (IR) transparent countersample and IR opaque

pin.

Established models for the frictional heating problem

have been proven for ideal circumstances such as smooth

geometries, known systems, and idealized materials [21–

30]. Due to the aforementioned barriers to measurement as

well as the expansive nature of the problem, making fun-

damental measurements becomes increasingly difficult.

The ideal system for infrared measurement of heating in

sliding contacts would involve set geometries with appre-

ciable heating at low speeds and loads.

Building on the work done by Rowe et al. [17], an

experiment has been designed in which the temperature

rise due to a prescribed geometry moving through contact

is measured. A micro-sized positive feature was deposited
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on the surface of the CaF2 countersample in the sliding

path of the sample. Local temperature rises of the feature

are appreciable over the temperature rise of the global

contact even at sliding speeds as low as 10 mm/s. The

maximum and average temperature of the feature follows

the classical thermal heating models of Jaeger. Addition-

ally, the range of sliding speeds used may have crossed two

frictional heating regimes, which, with further investiga-

tion, may lead to a better understanding of sliding contact

frictional heating relative to surface roughness.

2 Asperity Contact Temperature Testing

2.1 Instrumentation and Analysis

A pin-on-disk, in situ thermal micro-tribometer was used

for all tests conducted in this experiment where contact is

made between a rubber hemisphere on a 3-mm-thick

cylindrical optical window [17]. The rubber, Viton A, is

pressed into contact with the calcium fluoride disk, and the

sample is held stationary, while the disk is rotated in a ring-

bearing stage, driven by a servo motor. Loading and

positioning of the sample are controlled by manual

micrometer stages and held constant during testing. Two

capacitance probes attached to a rectilinear cantilever

transduce displacements into voltages which are then

converted into force measurements.

The work done to overcome the friction between the

rubber pin and the rotating calcium fluoride (CaF2) disk

causes heat to be generated within the contact. The infrared

radiation emitted by the sample is then measured by an IR

camera (FLIR SC7650) and related to temperature. The

indium antimonide detector is sensitive to radiation wave-

lengths between 3 and 5 lm where the CaF2 countersample

transmits up to 92 % of incident IR. At quarter frame res-

olution (128 9 160 pixels at 5 lm/pixel), the camera is

capable of acquiring at 870 Hz. LabVIEWTM was used for

instrument control and data acquisition. Post-processing of

data was performed in MATLAB�.

Tests were conducted at a prescribed load of 200 mN

and contact pressure of *620 kPa. One sliding speed

was used for each test and varied from 10 mm/s up to

200 mm/s. Each test lasted *22 s and was imaged at

870 Hz. Frames were acquired for each pass of the feature

through the field of view of the camera (Fig. 1c). The

asperity was tracked frame by frame using an algorithm,

designed in house, that assigns a region of interest to the

cylindrical asperity for all frames in which it was visible

between the pin and the countersample (Fig. 1b).

For every video, the frames where the feature appeared

were separated from the rest of the video. Image-editing

tools in MATLAB were applied to each of the frames

which isolated the feature from the rest of the image using

a region of interest overlay. As the frames progressed, the

region of interest moved according to predicted values of

the features location. The dimensions and location of the

ROI were then applied to the temperature data of the

image. The average and maximum temperatures of the

isolated regions were recorded. The distance, s, is mea-

sured from the center of the image to the center of the

ROI.
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Fig. 1 a Schematic of contact

between the pin, countersurface,

and positive feature. As the

feature moves into contact, it

displaces the Viton A pin.

b Data analysis scheme of the

feature as it moves through the

global contact. The position of

the pin is measured from the

center of apparent contact of the

pin with the countersurface to

the center of the feature. c The

temperature development as the

feature moves under contact

shows a correlation with the

pressure distribution in the

contact. Highest temperatures

manifest near the center of

contact where the highest local

pressures exist
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2.2 Materials

Viton A half-spheres were used as the pin material in these

studies. Viton A is considered hard relative to other rubbers

with a rating of 70A on the shore durometer scale, an

elastic modulus of 4–8 MPa, and a thermal conductivity of

0.22 W/m K. The average surface roughness, measured

using a scanning white light interferometer (Veeco�

NT7100), was found to be 1.46 lm.

Calcium fluoride was used as the countersample. Similar

to other ionic solids, CaF2 is transmissive in the infrared

spectrum and exhibits 92–95 % transmission throughout

the 0.2- to 6.5-lm wave band; this range encompasses the

3–5 lm range in which the FLIR SC7650 is capable of

measuring. Due to its hardness and thermal conductivity of

9.71 W/m K, as well as optical transmission, CaF2 is an

ideal choice as a countersample.

To produce the positive feature on the surface of the

countersample, an 18-lm layer of a common photoresist epoxy,

SU-8, was spun coat onto the CaF2. A photomask was then

applied for UV curing in order to produce patterns on the disk.

The desired pattern was a single cylinder, 18 lm tall and

150 lm in diameter at a disk radius of 15.725 mm. After cur-

ing, the excess uncured photomask was dissolved away using

propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate. The deposition

process left an optically smooth positive feature on the CaF2 as

seen in Fig. 2. SU-8 has a thermal conductivity of 0.2 W/m K

which matches well with the thermal conductivity of the pin.

3 Results

The average temperature rise of the surface feature (above

ambient) ranged from 0.5 �C, for the slowest sliding

speed test, to 7 �C, for the fastest. The maximum tem-

perature rise followed the same trend with temperature

rises from 1 to 18 �C. A characteristic image for each test

is displayed in Fig. 3. Ambient and global contact tem-

perature, friction coefficient, and load did not change

appreciably during the experiments. Maximum and aver-

age temperatures of the feature for each test are given in

the table in Fig. 6.

The center of the feature’s position, s, as measured from

the center of global contact, was recorded for all frames

where the feature was in view. Position data were then

binned in 25-lm increments; the standard deviation of the

temperature for each bin is plotted in Fig. 4. In some tests,
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Fig. 2 The SU-8 feature rotates

with the disk and slides under

contact once per revolution. IR

radiation from the sliding

contact is measured by the 39

lens which then focuses the

radiation on the indium

antimonide detector. A scan

from a scanning white light

interferometer shows the

unworn feature (a) and the worn

feature (b)
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Fig. 3 Schematic of contact between pin, countersurface, and

positive feature. As the feature moves into contact, it displaces the

Viton A pin. The position of the pin is measured from the center of

apparent contact of the pin with the countersurface to the center of the

feature
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two distinct peaks form near s = 0. It has been documented

that increased speeds can cause rubber pins in tribological

sliding experiments to bifurcate into two zones separated

by a section of non-contact [17]. This could explain the

drop in feature temperature and also bolsters the correlation

between local contact pressure and temperature rise.

While rubber wear debris is characteristic of sliding tests

with completely roughened surfaces, no wear debris was

observed or recovered during these tests. Neither the pin

nor the raised feature showed appreciable degradation as

observed by white light interferometer scans.

4 Discussion

The average and maximum temperature is plotted for a

particular feature position in Fig. 5 (left) and Fig. 5 (right),

respectively. Position (s) is measured from the center of

global contact to the center of feature (local) contact; each

temperature point corresponds to a locus of positions

25 lm wide. As the feature first enters contact, it begins to

heat; for low-speed tests, the temperature throughout global

contact plateaus, but at higher-speed test, there are distinct

temperature peaks around s = 0. This trend alludes to a

correspondence between the maximum temperature and the

location of the highest pressure under the contact. The

parabolic pressure distribution in circular contacts has been

studied before and the findings correlate well with the data

of this experiment [28].

The local feature temperature distribution is more likely

related to the Peclet number. Because the feature width is

small compared to the contact width and because the pin

material can accommodate large strains, pressure across the

feature can be assumed to be constant. As the sliding speed

increases, the distribution of heat shifts from the leading

edge of the feature to the trailing edge. The thermal gra-

dient at low speeds is fairly shallow, but as speed increases,

the gradient across the feature can realize half of the total

temperature rise due to the feature moving through contact.

An analytical model for the average and maximum

temperature rise in sliding contacts has been solved for and

verified experimentally [25]. The model partitions the heat

between the two sliding bodies based on their individual

thermo-mechanical properties. In the performed experi-

ments, the feature becomes a third body and must be

accounted for in the heat-partitioning equations. According

to the models, the lowest temperature rise will be realized

when contact consists of only the pin and countersample

which is the state of lowest contact pressure. The highest

contact pressure would then be found when the load is
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applied only to the contact area of the feature. Applying

these two conditions to Jaeger’s model provides bounds for

the measured data and are given in Fig. 6.

The analysis process predicts feature position fairly

well; however, the final judgment on feature position lies

with the experimentalist. A small portion of frames exists

in which the feature is obscured and the experimentalist

must decide, based on prior frames and localized heating in

the current frame, where the feature is located. This con-

tributes to the error in Fig. 4.

5 Conclusions

A method to measure the temperature rise due to the input

of heat from a single perturbation into such a system was

developed. This method provides a way to study the effects

of frictional heating on a simple and fundamental level. A

positive, cylindrical SU-8 micro-feature was cured onto a

calcium fluoride countersurface. The rubber pin and mod-

ified countersample were tested in a pin-on-disk configu-

ration, and sliding experiments were conducted at various

sliding speeds.

The feature created an average of 8 �C and maximum of

16 �C temperature rise over the bulk sliding temperature.

Feature temperature rises increased with increasing sliding

speeds. The measured average and maximum feature

temperature was compared to predicted temperature values

predicted by Jaeger’s heating model for sliding contacts.

The predicted average and maximum temperature values

provided lower and upper bounds, respectively, to the

measured data.
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